Tomorrow’s cardiovascular leaders start here

Medical Student Research Fellowships
Sarnoff Fellowship

- Sarnoff Fellows spend a year conducting intensive work in a research laboratory

- Although applicants may have prior research experience, applications are also encouraged from students without extensive prior research experience
Alumni Programs

- Webinars *(advice on residency and fellowship applications, grant writing, careers in academia and industry, etc.)*

- Regional networking receptions

- Leadership Training Retreats and Innovation Forums

- Alumni-specific programs at Sarnoff Annual Meeting

- Grant Development Advisory Network
Sarnoff Benefits

• Annual stipend - $32,000

• Fellowship Allowance - $8,000

• AHA Basic Cardiovascular Sciences Early Career one year membership
Sarnoff Benefits

- Financial support to attend the Annual Scientific Meeting and the AHA Scientific Sessions
- Additional funds to present research at up to two national conferences
Sarnoff Application

- Personal Statement
- Essay
- Curriculum Vitae
- Transcript
- Sponsor’s Endorsement
  (Member of applicant’s medical school faculty)
- Letters of Recommendation
Dana Boyd, Executive Director
Sarnoff Cardiovascular Research Foundation
731 G-2 Walker Road
Great Falls, VA 22066

dboyd@SarnoffFoundation.org
(703) 759-7600
www.sarnofffoundation.org